Force-induced insulin dimer dissociation: a molecular dynamics study.
Understanding the forces and dynamics of insulin dissociation is critical for devising formulations for the treatment of insulin-dependent diabetes. In earlier work, we applied AFM-based force spectroscopy to covalently tethered and oriented insulin monomers to assess the effect of molecular orientation on insulin-insulin binding forces. We report here on steered molecular dynamics simulations of the insulin dissociation force spectroscopy experiment. Consistent with our experiments, our simulation results suggest that insulin dimer dissociation occurs near the limit of extensibility of the B-chain. We have also found that the forced dissociation of the insulin dimer is a rate-dependent process, involving significant conformational changes to the monomer(s). The insulin dimer dissociation pathway also depends on the relative strength of the inter-monomer interactions across the antiparallel beta-sheet interface and the intra-monomer interactions of residues A1 and A30 with the insulin B-chain. Our simulation results strongly support the design of bioactive insulin analogues that involves altering hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions across the beta-sheet dimer interface.